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RECOMMENDED ALVARADO SOLUTIONS

CONTROLLING ACCESS IN HEALTHCARE FACILITIES
With a constant stream of employees, patients and visitors, keeping hospital areas secure and protecting patient privacy 
can be a difficult challenge. To meet this challenge, Alvarado offers optical turnstiles and solutions that secure controlled 
areas. Our products are highly attractive, intuitive to use and can provide labor savings through reducing the need for 
security and desk attendant personnel. 

For visitor access, our optical turnstiles integrate with a temporary ID system, allowing visitors to enter by validating 
their temporary credential at the turnstile. Forced and unauthorized entry attempts trigger an audible alarm as well as an 
alert notification to security staff. 

In staff-only areas, different credential levels for staff based on location or security level can be set through the facility’s 
access control system. Alvarado’s entry control solutions can be used to allow only those with the proper credentials to 
access secured areas such as emergency departments and maternity units. 

The egress direction can also be configured based on facility requirements. In higher security locations, credentials can 
be required to enter and exit. In areas where only entry credentials are needed, the turnstile can be programmed to allow 
visitors or employees to exit freely.

OPTICAL TURNSTILES

Alvarado optical turnstiles combine superior detection with an 
elegant, user-friendly design. Safety and security features include 
tailgate detection, safety systems integration and customizable 
alarm settings, all inside one of the industry’s most modern 
cabinet designs. A perfect blend of security, functionality and 
aesthetics for staff and visitors, Alvarado turnstiles are the ideal 
choice for healthcare facilities worldwide. 

MOTORIZED PEDESTRIAN SECURITY GATES

Alvarado’s motorized pedestrian security gates can be used in 
conjunction with our optical turnstiles, or as a stand-alone access 
solution. A tandem set provides extra wide clearance and can be 
activated by entry control devices such as a push button installed 
at an entry desk. 

“The security barriers installed at North Shore University Hospital, and many hospitals across the Northwell 
Health enterprise, have been a modern solution to a concern raised by our teams and patients around safety and 
security. Along with a check in process, it has increased our scores related to customers’ feedback around safety. 
They are not intrusive, act as a deterrent, and allow for the extra level of security and comfort of knowing who is 
entering our hospital.”

- Derek D. Anderson, FACHE
Associate Executive Director, Hospital Operations, North Shore University Hospital
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CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS

With over a dozen options, Alvarado’s optical turnstiles allow customization to meet your specific requirements. 
Options include ADA widths, custom finishes, panel etching and illumination, multiple barrier heights, climb over 
detection and floor saver platforms, which eliminates the need for drilling or trenching into existing flooring. 

Panel IlluminationPanel EtchingCustom Finishes

Staff / Visitor Entry ControlPatient / Visitor Authorization

FLEXIBLE CONFIGURATIONS

Alvarado’s products can be configured to accommodate wheelchair, gurney and hospital bed widths. Integrated 
credential reader options are available, including RFID, barcode and biometric.    

EASY INTEGRATION

All our solutions integrate with virtually any existing access control and visitor management system. Dedicated inputs 
for fire or life safety systems are provided, and outputs are available to turn on cameras, lock interior doors and provide 
remote notification and monitoring of alarm events. 

Floor Saver Platform



   
For more information or to order, call 909.591.8431 or visit www.alvaradomfg.com

Why Alvarado?
Alvarado is America’s leading entry control products 
manufacturer. Founded in 1956, Alvarado turnstiles 
and gates are installed in thousands of facilities 
throughout the world. Our superior product quality, 

integration expertise and industry leading service 
and support are just a few reasons that many 
of the world’s most respected corporations and 
government agencies use our products.

INSTALLATIONS
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EXAMPLE INSTALLATION SITES 

Northwell Health
Kaiser Permanente
St. Christopher Hospital
Community Health Systems
Blue Cross & Blue Sheild

ADDITIONAL NON-HEALTHCARE
INSTALLATION SITES 

7-Eleven
Airbnb
Amazon
Bank of America
Berkshire Hathaway
BMW of North America
Boeing
Carnival Cruise Lines
General Electric
IBM
Johnson & Johnson
Lockheed Martin

Lulu Lemon Athletica
MGM
Microsoft
Mutual of Omaha
PepsiCO
Salesforce.com
Sony
Starbucks
T-Mobile
Volvo Motors
Xcel Energy
and many more ...

Community Health Systems
- Nashville, TN

Northwell Health 
- Long Island, NY

Kaiser Permanente
- Denver, CO


